Editorial: Sub- and Unconscious Information Processing in the Human Brain
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Abstract: This Special Issue about sub- and unconscious information processing in the human brain finally became a collection of 6 accepted contributions, 2 articles, 2 reviews, 1 opinion and 1 concept paper. Even though more papers were submitted this rather small number of accepted contributions mirrors the still existing lack of focus on non-conscious human brain processes that surely influence human behavior to a much larger extent than one would ever imagine. Our brains contain evolutionary old neural structures that much more primitive organisms have in their brains too and crucially those old structures have more or the less the same functional properties regardless of what brain they belong to. Consciousness as an individual experience is a rather young evolutionary product, which means that those older structures that are strongly involved in the generation of human behavior work largely without being associated with conscious experience. This explains why people not always do what they say. In other words, the brain knows more than it admits to consciousness and since we have more and more access to that knowledge we should be interested in gaining it. The evidence grows that demonstrates how non-conscious processing occurs and influences our decision making.
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While some of the non-conscious functions are very basic, others are involved in decision making and thus are definitely more complex. Since the function of the brain is to produce adapted behavior it certainly is the decision making part that is crucial to adaptation and thus to survival in both a very primitive, but also a highly developed sense in modern cultural societies. When it comes to decision making we all know that humans don’t always do what they say, which is a result of their brain actually knowing more than it admits to consciousness, but how exactly and to what extent indeed our non-conscious mind triggers behavior is still largely unknown. However, objective science tools have revealed in multiple ways not only that non-conscious brain processes do exist, but also that they indeed reflect knowledge that is not accessible to consciousness. Some of such non-conscious information can never be consciously experienced, while other can, even though it currently isn’t. For instance, in Rugg et al., 1998 [1] published electroencephalography (EEG) data reflective of non-conscious verbal memory (i.e., implicit memory) (see also Rugg et al., 1998 [2]). Between 300 ms and 500 ms after the onset of visually presented words, repeated words elicited distinct brain activity at posterior cortical sites regardless of those words being correctly recognised as repetitions or not while their related brain activity clearly differed from new words that were correctly identified as new. Over frontal electrode sites though repeated words that were not recognised as being repeated elicited brain activity that resembled brain activity elicited by correctly classified new words. So, the back side of the brain recognised word repetitions in the absence of conscious awareness.
A whole series of more recent work utilising startle reflex modulation (SRM) reports about non-conscious affective processes that differ from conscious responses in various different conditions. Conscious aesthetic preference toward bottle shapes was shown to differ from non-conscious affective impact [3]. Preferences related to urban neighbourhoods were reported to be subject to discrepancies between conscious and non-conscious information processing [4]. Brand attitude can change non-consciously without affecting conscious processing [5–7] and emotion pictures are processed differently depending on conscious or non-conscious measures being taken [8,9]. SRM became a highly appreciated tool to quantify raw affective responses in the absence of any awareness and it got introduced to various different disciplines including clinical and industrial areas, even marketing [10–15]. Finally, the use of tools that are sensitive to non-conscious processes in the human brain have led to improved and more elaborated emotion models clearly distinguishing between affective processing (neural activity), feelings (felt bodily responses) and emotions (behavioral output communicating feelings; see [16–18]).

In that sense, all contributions of this Special Issue contribute to a better understanding of non-conscious brain processes. In the following, a short introduction to all contributions is provided.

One article has a focus on mental control of conscious, pre-conscious and unconscious affective responses to stressful events [19]. The authors include psychometric, behavioral and EEG measures and find that within the context of mindfulness practise a change from unnoticed information to conscious awareness of it should be understood as the most important first step for proper learning and self-empowerment. Finally, they highlight the function of a brain-sensing wearable device supporting mindfulness practises. This article is thus very applied by focussing on technical implications.

The second article highlights the benefit of completing survey-based investigations with objective measures in the context of pornography and violence exposure [20]. The authors report whether or not frequency of pornography use has an impact on non-conscious and/or conscious emotion processes. They find that conscious explicit ratings in response to emotion picture presentations were significantly different with respect to “Erotic” and “Pleasant” valence (pleasantness) ratings depending on pornography use. SRM shows marginal effects and EEG data show changes in relation to “Unpleasant” and “Violent” emotion picture categories that do not correlate with differences seen in the explicit ratings. Taken together, their findings suggest that increased pornography use has an influence on non-conscious neural responses to emotion-inducing stimuli which is not shown by explicit self-report.

Regardless of what “emotion”-definition one follows, it is fascinating to learn about the role of the cerebellum in unconscious and conscious processing of emotions [21]. The cerebellum is normally perceived as a rather basic structure supporting skillful behavior through integrating sensory and motor information. In their review paper, the authors elaborate on clinical, neuroimaging, and neurophysiological data that demonstrate cerebellar involvement in emotion-related information processing.

In the second review paper of this Special Issue, the author reports that psychotherapy with its various schools and different approaches can profit from meditation techniques supporting therapeutical interventions getting access to the non-conscious mind. While this may sound trivial and mainly important for the psychanalytic approach it is also beneficial for other schools. Fabbro et al. (2017) [22] provides an interesting overview of studies on the effects of meditation and dispositional mindfulness on conscious and non-conscious attitudes.

There is ongoing discussion about consciousness and most often consciousness is seen as a process, a function that depends on neural activities. Pockett (2017) [23] contributes an opinion paper and with it challenges exactly that idea, namely that consciousness is a process. The author states that all neural processing is unconscious and that consciousness should be understood as a thing, not a process.

Finally, Lara-Rosano (2017) [24] provides a heuristic framework for non-conscious reasoning in the form of a concept paper. In this paper, the author argues that formal logic is a necessary
but insufficient instrument for handling human reasoning. This is in line with the idea that pure algorithms will not be able to predict the future and also not to steer robots and make them more and more human-like. A while ago we started to realise that human beings make decisions not purely based on rational thinking, there is more to it and thus the author states that semantics, cognitive science, psychology and linguistics must complement logic to form the most appropriate analytical framework to understand and use conscious as well as non-conscious reasoning. The heuristic framework for non-conscious reasoning provided by the author is based on various different theories, some of which are mathematical models and the outcome or conclusion of this concept paper is of interest to those involved in the application of biological and neurological structures to the computational domain including artificial intelligence.

Let’s continue and more strongly focus on investigations that strive to better understand non-conscious information processing in the human brain. It will help us to finally predict human behavior and to fix it when it goes wrong.
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